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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

This Activity Pack is for:
The Great Pants Robbery Early Reader
Heather Pindar & Serena Lombardo
ISBN: 978-1-84886-436-8
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Grandma Lil, granddaughter Julia and dog Sniffy all live in
Little Snorington, where nothing ever happens - until now.
There’s a pants robber on the loose and, with Sergeant
Bodgit more interested in his goats and allotment, Lil and
Julia are on the case! But when Sniffy is wrongly accused,
they must find the real villain to clear Sniffy’s name!
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?
1. “There’s not a single pair of

pants / washing

left on my

apples / fruit

line!”

shoes / boots

2. They were beautifully coloured, with

and cosy

lining.

glitter / shiny

sequins / woollen

3. What was that

? It couldn’t be...

taste / PANTS
4. “The

sound / SNIFFY

!

smell / GOAT

ones,” chuckled Lil. “They’re my

purple / luckiest

pink / shiniest

5. “Sniffy is the true

guilty thief

ribbons / fluffy

green / luckiest
in this case.”

super hero

criminal mastermind

6. And once a year... they send a parcel of

bones / Sniffy
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Quiz
1. What are Ibex Mountain Goats famous for?
a) Living in cold places
b) Eating lots and lots
c) Being amazing climbers

2. What are Grandma Lil’s special pants?
a) Trapeze pants
b) Circus pants
c) Trampoline pants

3. Who is put in charge of guarding Grandma Lil’s pants?
a) Julia
b) Sargeant Bodgit
c) Sniffy

4. Who is the pants robber?
a) A goat
b) Sniffy
c) Sargeant Bodgit

5. What happens to the pants robber?
a) They go to jail
b) They go to live with Sargeant Bodgit
c) They go to live with Grandma Lil
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Word Search
wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. dark-g

Words:
allotment

goats

sequins

cheeky

pants

shriek

chores

radiator

tasty

custody

sensible

trapeze
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. pants / washing
2. sequins / woollen
3. smell / GOAT

Wordsearch:
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4. purple / luckiest
5. criminal mastermind
6. pants / Sancha

Quiz:
1. c
2. a
3. c
4. a
5. b
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